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TOMABECHI　Seiichi
　A Study on Gyonen,as a Monk of the Shingon School.（1）―Achievements of his Biography―　
KASUGA　Miho
　Emperor’s Death and Reign in Taketori Monogatari （The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter）:
　‘As if His Soul Was Being Left Behind’ as the Starting Point　
YUI　Kyoko
　References to "Taigen-sho" and Their Features　
KITAGO　Hiromi
　Towards the Stable Continuation of Community Broadcasting―Verification of Management Based on Closed Cases―　
TAKAHARA　Masayuki
　Social Rules on Collective Reduction of Workers　
TAJIMA　Emi 
　Possibilities and Limitations of Using Web Surveys in Mixed Methods Research　
HONDA　Yuko
　A Study on the Awareness of Tsushima City’s Residents Regarding the Local Stray Cat's Issue
　―A Case of the Sterilization Project of Stray Cats in Tsushima City, Nagasaki―　
IMAMURA　Shigeo
　Subjects of Books for Children　
UCHIDA　Eiji, KIMOTO　Rika, TSUKAMOTO　Miku, KAMBAYASHI　Isao
　A Study of the Relationship between Temporal Disturbance during Night-sleep and Autonomic Nervous System Activity
　in Male College Students　
TANIDA　Shigehito, KANBE　Minami, YOSHIDA　Toshihiro, KANDATSU　Chijun
　The Role of New University Student's Interaction with Their Peers in their Adjustment to the School Environment　
FUSHIKI　Kaori
　Ishii Midori's Dance Work "Burma Pwe": Dispatched Entertainers in Wartime Southeast Asia and the Production of Effected Works　
AMAKI　Yuki
　Utilization of Foreign Assistant Language Teachers （ALTs） in Japanese Public School English Education: 
　Perspectives of Native and Non-Native English Speaking Former ALTs　
OONO　Junko
　Hakodate and Isabella Bird  （4）　
YAMADA　Junji
　A Study of Furuyama Komao's The Troop of the Naked and The Dawn of Préau 8　
NAKAKITAURA　Junki
　The Making of Dennis Robertson's A Study of Industrial Fluctuation:
　Didn't Robertson's Theory of Trade Cycle Really Fit to the Cambridge School of Economics?　
OHYAMA　Naoki
　A Reexamination of the School Regulation for Hairstyles - from the Viewpoint of Enrollment Contract　
SETO　Mayumi, YOKOKURA　Saburo
　Development of a Cushion that Gives Us Sitting Position Support and Cat's Vibration Sound　
FUKUI　Takashi
　The Transformation of the Organization of the Dowa Movement in Postwar Shin Buddhism: Focus on the Successor to Ryouon Takeuchi　
NOBE　Yuko
　A Brief History and Current Overview of Vietnamese Cinema　
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